Thermodynamic consistency of liquid-gas lattice Boltzmann methods: interfacial property issues.
In the present study we examine the thermodynamic consistency of lattice Boltzmann equation (LBE) models that are based on the forcing method by comparing different numerical treatments of the LBE for van der Waals fluids. The different models are applied for the calculation of bulk and interfacial thermodynamic properties at various temperatures. The effect of the interface density gradient parameter, kappa , that controls surface tension, is related explicitly with the fluid characteristics, including temperature, molecular diameter, and lattice spacing, through the employment of a proper intermolecular interaction potential. A comprehensive analysis of the interfacial properties reveals some important shortcomings of the LBE methods when central finite difference schemes are employed in the directional derivative calculations and proposes a proper treatment that ensures thermodynamically consistent interfacial properties in accord with the van der Waals theory. The results are found to be in excellent quantitative agreement with exact results of the van der Waals theory preserving all the major features of the interfacial characteristics of vapor-liquid systems of different shapes and sizes.